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1. INTRODUCTION 

Service providers (SPs) support numerous customers in district or metro aggregation networks and work 
toward extending their Carrier Ethernet (CE) service offerings (in most cases, L2VPN, L3VPN, and Multicast 
services). Service providers that give CE services to end customers or other CE providers can extend their service 
portfolios with virtual network and cloud services. In other words, Carrier Ethernet provides basic 
communications with overlying virtual network services. Network services implementation often involves 
multiple complex and manual processes, while service management usually requires coordination between 
many different hardware or software systems. 
 
Automation is required to speed up new services implementation. To harmonize and extend operations, new 
technologies must be used innovatively yet maintaining existing business processes. Therefore, today 
automation, service flexibility, and end-to-end network management become essential for service providers. 
Mobile networks evolution and switch to fifth-generation mobile network infrastructure set new requirements 
to transportation networks, such as low latency, high throughput, network segmentation, and support for mobile 
border services and disaggregated EPC and IMS architectures (separation between management and data planes 
for network functions). In this case, Software-Defined Network (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization 
(NFV) technologies can help service providers build a flexible, service-oriented network infrastructure which 
represents all network resources as a single abstract resource pool integrally managed with a centralized system 
(LSO). This approach enables service provider to dynamically distribute network resources, quickly create and 
manage connections and cloud services while providing end-to-end guaranteed service, visibility, and 
management. Coupled with SDN and LSO, NFV provides flexibility and quick deployment of services that help 
companies serve their customers in a differentiated and profitable manner. 
 
Using this approach, Brain4Net has developed B4N Service Platform, a comprehensive software platform that 
provides the following key features: 
• Carrier Ethernet service automation—EVC, E-Tree, E-LAN, multi-level QoS support, as well as 802.1ag L2 

OAM (Operations, Administration & Management) service support; 
• Building flexible and fault-tolerant unified matrix that includes physical network elements (bare-metal 

switches and virtual cloud environment switches) in Metro Access/Aggregation Network and data centers; 
• Centralized traffic management for maximum network usage and optimal load distribution between 

network paths without overloading channels. Automatically calculated bandwidth-based paths and 
managed paths based on traffic restrictions are supported. 

• Centralized network infrastructure management instead of step-by-step configuring. 
• End-to-end service management due to inclusion of virtualized network services running in service 

provider’s cloud or on network infrastructure beyond the data center. 
 
The solution based on B4N service platform reduces time to market for new services, increases customer 
retention rate, broadens service portfolio and creates flexible and adaptive network infrastructure that allows 
telecom carriers to: 
• cut CAPEX by using ODM bare-metal switches instead of expensive and overly functional MPLS routers in 

Metro networks; 
• cut OPEX by automating network service provision, service management and hardware standardization; 
• use efficient cross-selling strategies by including VPN client services with added VNFs; 

• implement digitization and network transformation strategy in most cost-effective fashion. 
 
This document describes administration tools for B4N Service Platform, Brain4Net’s flagship product. Solutions 
based on B4N Service Platform can consist of multiple hardware and software components, including open 
source bare-metal switches from technology partners, server hardware, and virtualization platforms (OpenStack, 
VMware vSphere). This document describes principles of working with the software as well as its functionality 
and configuration. To use B4N Service Platform effectively, it is recommended to read this document entirely. It 
helps to understand the key principles of working with B4N Service Platform and gain the skills needed to 
administer it. This document is intended for administrators and end users of B4N Service Platform. It contains 
answers to questions related to both of these areas. In case the document does not contain an answer to your 
question, do not hesitate to contact our product’s technical support service. We shall add the information you 
need to this document. 
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1.1. ABOUT THE COMPANY 

Brain4Net is a developer of innovative systems for managing data-traffic networks, processing network traffic 
and virtualizing service applications based on SDN (Software-Defined Networks) and NFV (Network Function 
Virtualization) architectures. 
 
The company provides consulting services to help partners and customers develop migration strategy for their 
existing networks and integrate the solution with the existing networks and OSS/BSS systems to maximize 
efficiency of both new investments and installed base. 
 
The company has been accredited by the Ministry of Communications of Russia and included in the registry of IT 
organizations. The company’s solutions are targeted for fixed and mobile carriers, as well as large corporate 
networks. These solutions allow to achieve 2x to 3x reduction in network development specific capital 
investments as compared with traditional technologies. Company’s team is in league of its own in Russian IT 
market. Synergy of the strongest hands-on engineering expertise and innovative practical development team 
coupled with experience in working with the largest network technology market players allow us to: 
• develop the most innovative architectural SDN/NFV solutions; 
• proactively provide software support for the newest hardware; 
• partner with Russian and international companies to provide end-to-end solutions to customers. 

 
Brain4Net takes an active part in MEF, ONF, OPNFV, Intel Network Builders, Open Compute Project, and Telecom 
Infra Project. Co-leadership at MEF OpenCS NFV allows Brain4Net to actively share its experience in using 
services CE 2.0 with OpenFlow with MEF members. 

1.2. PURPOSE OF B4N SERVICE PLATFORM 

B4N Service Platform is a comprehensive solution intended to upgrade telecom carriers’ network infrastructures 
and distributed SDN- and NFV-based corporate networks. The platform includes components for multivendor 
network management and orchestration, high-speed traffic processing, and network function virtualization. 

1.3. CONVENTIONS 

 
 ATTENTION!  

Indicates a mandatory action or important information. 

 
 NOTE  

Indicates additional information for a user. 

1.4. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 

• Interface element names (menu items, buttons, etc.) are bolded (e.g., Save, Cancel). 
• Relationships between two text blocks that allow to quickly jump from one block to another are hyperlinked 

(e.g., link). 
• Code elements, variables, and program components are indicated with this font. 

1.5. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

TERM DESCRIPTION 

B4N Controller The main component of B4N Service Platform that standardizes and 
automates OpenFlow switch management. 

B4N Service Platform A comprehensive solution designed to upgrade communications 
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TERM DESCRIPTION 

providers’ network infrastructures and distributed SDN- and NFV-
based corporate networks. This platform includes components for 
multivendor network management and orchestration, high-speed 
traffic processing, and network function virtualization. 

Best Effort Service 
A service type that is not a network fine adjustment mechanism; it 
simply increases throughput without any traffic classification and 
control. 

Carrier Grade NAT 
A solution that provides network address translation in carrier’s 
network. It is designed to deal with shortage of global IPv4 addresses 
while preserving carrier’s existing infrastructure. 

CSP (Communications Service Provider) An organization that provides software, computing platforms’ 
resources, etc. to other organizations and individuals. 

Differentiated Service (DiffServ) 

A model that provides QoS based on resource distribution in the 
network’s core, and classifiers and restrictions defined at the network 
boundary that are combined to provide the required services. In this 
model, traffic classification is introduced with individual QoS level for 
each traffic class. 

Integrated Service (IntServ) 

An integrated service model of a network that provides end-to-end 
quality of service and guarantees required throughput. For its 
operation, IntServ uses the network resource reservation protocol 
(RSVP) that allows to meet requirements to all intermediate nodes. 

L2VPN (Layer 2 Virtual Private Network) 

A second-layer tunneling protocol. In computer networks, this 
tunneling protocol provides support for virtual private networks. The 
key advantage to L2TP is that it allows to create tunnels not only in IP 
networks, but also in other networks such as ATM, X.25, and Frame 
Relay. 

L3VPN (Layer 3 Virtual Private Network) A third-layer tunneling protocol; a virtual private network service 
provided by communications providers along with L2-VPN and VPLS. 

LSO (Lifecycle Service Orchestration) 

A set of standards and products that provide orchestration and 
management for network equipment and telecommunications 
platforms’ software, such as Business Support Systems (BSS) и 
Operational Support Systems (OSS). 

MEN (Metro Ethernet Network) 
A city-wide Ethernet-based area of a carrier’s network intended to 
connect the carrier’s access networks to sources of services provided 
by the carrier. 

NFV (Network Functions Virtualization) 
A virtualization technology intended to migrate network functions 
and services that implemented as hardware solutions from 
specialized hardware platforms to standard servers. 

OpenFlow 
A protocol that manages processing data transferred by routers and 
switches through data transfer network and implements software-
defined network technology. 

OSS/BSS (Operation Support System/Business Support System) 
An Operations Support System or a Business Support System. This is a 
common name for application software category that supports 
internal business processes of carriers. 

OTT (Over the Top) 

A method of providing video services via Internet; a part of IPTV 
technology. OTT means delivering video signal from content provider 
to a user device (set-top box, computer, or mobile phone) via data 
transfer networks, often not involving a direct connection to the 
telecom carrieras opposed to traditional IPTV services that are 
usually provided only via carrier-managed networks with guaranteed 
QoS (QoE). 

QoS (Quality of service)  Defines service quality of a network as a likelihood of successful 
transfer of a package between two points in the network. 

SDN (Software-defined networking) 
A software-defined network. A data transfer network where network 
management layer is separated from data transfer devices and 
implemented programmatically; a form of network virtualization. 

VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) 

A logical (virtual) local area computer network is a group of hosts 
with a common set of requirements which interact as if they were 
connected to a broadcast domain irrespective of their physical 
location. VLAN has the same properties as a physical network, but 
allows grouping end stations even if they are located in different 
physical networks. Such reorganizations can be made using software 
without physically moving devices. 
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1.6. FEEDBACK 

For any questions regarding use of B4N Service Platform, suggestions and proposals, do not hesitate to contact 
Brain4Net’s staff: 

• E-mail: need@brain4net.ru; 

• Phone: +7-499-649-4646. 
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2. PLATFORM CONTENTS 

B4N Service Platform includes the following components: 
• B4N SwitchOS, an OpenFlow agent for bare-metal switches or a virtual switch for x86 platform; 
• B4N Controller, a high-performance SDN controllers cluster with OpenFlow v1.3 support 
• B4N Orchestrator, a single interface of platform management, which also provides integration with external 

systems (OSS/BSS, OpenStack, etc.) 
• B4N VNF Manager, a module of end-to-end service orchestration and integration with the OpenStack 

Controller. 
 
B4N Service Platform is a software platform based on the synergy of SDN, NFV and service orchestration that 
provides end-to-end orchestration and management for multivendor network infrastructure: 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MANAGEMENT NODES’ SERVERS 

 
SDN TRANSPORT WITHOUT SERVICE VNFS, L2 SERVICES 

SWITCHES CPU RAM HDD NICS 

16 switches 6 24 GB 150 GB 2×10 Gbps with offloads 

32 switches 8 32 GB 150 GB 2×10 Gbps with offloads 

64 switches 12 32 GB 150 GB 2×10 Gbps with offloads 
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SDN TRANSPORT WITH R-VNF, UP TO 1M PATHS PER DOMAIN 

SWITCHES CPU RAM HDD NICS 

16 switches 8 24 GB 150 GB 2×10 Gbps with offloads 

32 switches 10 32 GB 150 GB 2×10 Gbps with offloads 

64 switches 14 32 GB 150 GB 2×10 Gbps with offloads 

 
The full solution’s specification and design description are available in the design guide and on the web site. 

2.1. B4N CONTROLLER 

 

B4N Controller is a highly effective, OpenFlow-based SDN 
controller that helps to speed up slow SDN deployment in 
telecom carriers’and corporate networks. It is an end-to-end 
solution designed to create a reliable and fault-tolerant single 
network structure that includes physical and virtual elements 
for Metro Ethernet networks and data centers. This product 
allows telecom carrier to provide delivery path for customer’s 
traffic from access network to NFV platform in data center and 
tightly integrate Metro aggregation network services with NFV 
services or other cloud services running in data center. B4N 
Controller is the key part of the B4N Service Platform portfolio 
that manages topology and provides entire range of Carrier 
Ethernet EVCs (E-Line, E-LAN, E-Tree EVCs), Traffic 
Engineering, and QoS. 

 
B4N Controller can act as a multi-domain SDN controller for WAN and data center. As a data center’s SDN 
controller, B4N Controller provides single point of management for physical bare-metal OF switches and virtual 
switches in hypervisor, thus forming an integrated network of data centers without any overlay technologies. 
This approach allows to reduce network load, improve network management and simplify troubleshooting. 

2.1.1. B4N SWITCHOS 

B4N SwitchOS acts as a multiplatform OpenFlow switch that can be implemented as either a virtual switch 
running on x86 platform or an OF agent for bare-metal switches. It provides a single user interface for both 
versions and a more flexible software architecture for service providers’ networks. B4N SwitchOS is part of the 
B4N Service Platform portfolio that provides high-speed data transfer plane for networks with SDN support, 
quick deployment of networks and services as well as simple use and support of third-party SDN controllers: 

 
 
Two versions of B4N SwitchOS for different platforms are available for purchase: vSwitch for x86 platform and 
OpenFlow agent for bare-metal switches.  

https://brain4net.com/products/#controller
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2.1.1.1. B4N SWITCHOS FOR X86 PLATFORM 

B4N SwitchOS for x86 platform is a high-performance virtual switch implemented with Intel DPDK (Data Plane 
Development Kit), Brain4Net’s architectural solutions and innovative algorithms. It provides a significant edge in 
performance to B4N SwitchOS in comparing with another virtual switches on the market. B4N SwitchOS has a 
number of advantages: 
• predictable data transfer delay independent of EMC cache size and flow count; EMC cache not limited to 8K 

records; 
• native RCU OVS classifier synchronization mechanism; 
• more flows per second, no packet blocking in a classifier; 
• support for QoS/HQoS, Group Chaining, and Metering; 
• support for any kind of VLAN tagging (qinq, qinqinq, etc.); 
• MPLS tagging support; 
• a single OF-agent for OF-DPA, StrataXGS, and DPDK architectures; 
• support for x86 OF-DPA mode (can be used in an OF-DPA SDN domain); 
• simple migration to a new platform. 

2.1.1.2. B4N SWITCHOS FOR BARE-METAL SWITCHES 

B4N SwitchOS for bare-metal switches is performed as an OpenFlow agent for bare-metal switches with ONIE 
support built upon Debian/Ubuntu distros with SDN SDK. 
 
Key features: 
• support for OpenFlow v1.3 and above; 
• support for QoS, queues & metering, select groups, and group chaining; 
• support for OpenFlow extensions for HQoS; 
• there are a software repository in addition to standard Debian/Ubuntu repositories; 
• data transfer plane acceleration via OF-DPA (OpenFlow Data Path Acceleration); 
• ONIE (Open Network Install Environment) support; 
• Broadcom StrataXGS ASIC support; 
• Flow Cache in RAM—Offload OF rules to RAM to save flow request time for switches with small TCAM 

tables. 

2.1.2. B4N ORCHESTRATOR 

B4N Orchestrator provides end-to-end SDN domain orchestration and management. It includes: 
• an interface for managing infrastructure or network services (via SDN controllers) and computing 

resources; 
• a Virtual Network Functions (VNF) catalog; 
• a service constructor compatible with ETSI reference architecture to create a service chains; 
• self-management portal that allows customers to manage their allocated resources, logical topology, and 

services; 
• Northbound REST API for integration with 3d vendors’ orchestrators and OSS/BSS systems. 

 
RESOURCE ORCHESTRATION 

B4N Orchestrator coordinates a range of virtual resources of multiple physical servers and provides centralized 
management and monitoring. Servers can be joined to cluster that will be used as a single resource pool. This 
enables reservation and automatic distribution of resources based on data monitoring. A cluster can also be used 
for HA purposes. In case the primary server fails, all resources will be redirected to other servers of the cluster. 
 
Resources can be managed by remote standalone node direct management functionality. B4N Orchestrator 
supports built-in VIM function (using the Libvirt and Docker solutions), therefore eliminating scalability 
limitations for the OpenStack solution. 
 
Virtual resource grouping by multiple VIMs combined in a domain helps granulate user resources in accordance 
with administrative division. 
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NETWORK RESOURCES ORCHESTRATION 

B4N Service Platform provides a single, reliable, and fault-tolerant network which includes physical network 
elements (e.g. bare-metal switches, Metro Access switches, and data center virtual fabric switches) and cloud 
virtual switches. This allows service provider to give a communication between client’ connection points and 
create end-to-end SDN connectivity from service provider’s access network to carrier data center’s outbound 
ports. This approach guarantees client traffic delivery from access network to NFV environment; this way, it 
allows to tightly integrate Metro network services with value-added NFV services, thus providing fine traffic 
control an entire path. 

2.1.3. METRO NETWORK SERVICES 

B4N Service Platform is a base on which Carrier Ethernet services functionality described by the MEF (Metro 
Ethernet Forum) has been implemented. This functionality supports most of features needed to telecom carriers, 
such as QoS, Traffic Engineering, Path Protection, Multicast traffic processing, Connectivity Fault Management 
(CFM), NAT, dynamic IP routing, and many more. B4N platform’s elements translate service requirements into a 
set of OpenFlow rules and program all switches involved in servicing. 
 
For example, for E-Line service (a point-to-point connection on the data link layer) B4N Controller first 
calculates primary and backup traffic paths, sets the specified QoS policies, guaranteed bandwidth and other 
necessary parameters, and then loads a set of OpenFlow rules into switches. For each service, path calculation 
principles can be defined, either based on shortest paths (SPF) or using Traffic Engineering. TE functionality has 
been implemented with Segment Routing principles. 
 
The following functionality has been implemented: 
• a full range of Carrier Ethernet services: E-Line, E-Tree, E-LAN EVCs; 
• UNI types: untagged, VLAN, QinQ; 
• multi-layer class-based QoS; 
• packet classification based on: VLAN PCP. 

2.1.4. END-TO-END ORCHESTRATION (VNF MANAGER) 

B4N Service Platform offers comprehensive service orchestration and resource management also providing a 
choice of service hosting options (in a telecom cloud, telecom PoP or at the network access layer). The platform 
supports built-in functionality for configuring network services to create the service network topology that 
meets user’s needs. Network service configuration provides a graphic interface to create service networks 
including communications services (E-Line, E-LAN, and E-Tree schemes) and VNFs. VNFs can be single-
customer-oriented services (vCPE) or complex infrastructure services (vBRAS, vEPC, etc.). A customer or a 
system administrator can create templates with a needed service and deploy it in one click. 
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3. WORKING WITH THE SYSTEM 

As a first step of using the platform, make sure that the orchestrator exists and is available. B4N Orchestrator is a 
single point of management for B4N Service Platform and network services’ lifecycle. This component provides a 
generic graphic web interface to administrator. To connect to the orchestrator, enter its address in the 
http://192.168.1.111:8080 format into the web browser’s address bar. Provide the true IP address of your 
platform which is defined at its design and installation phase. 
 
To use the interface, learn the following terms and key definitions: 
• Domain is a logical group of resources (data centers, SDN controllers, and infrastructure managers [VIMs]); 
• Data center is a logical entity which represents an aggregation of network and computing resources 

(DataCenter, Telco PoP). It’s always included in a domain.; 
• Controller is a central control device that manages a set of switches (a network domain) interconnected via 

management protocol; 
• OpenFlow controller is a central control device that manages a set of switches (a network domain) 

interconnected via OpenFlow protocol; 
• Controllers cluster is a set of hosts that includes multiple controllers; 
• Infrastructure is a set of interconnected service structures or objects that provide basic system 

functionality; 
• Catalog is a list of services that run on top of an SDN network (virtual network functions [VNF], 

preconfigured chains of VNF services) and are accessible via the B4N platform; 
• Tenant is a legal body that utilizes a dedicated part of the SDN network and a set of virtual network 

functions of a telecom carrier; 
• Switch is a network node for Ethernet frame switching. 
• Port is a physical port of a switch; 
• Interface is a logical port of a switch that is used to connect it to another switch or an external device. 

Controller operates interfaces when building a topology; 
• Logical OpenFlow port is a port of a switch organized by OpenFlow agent. OpenFlow controller operates OF 

ports of the switch (Interface = OF-port); 
• Internal interface (NNI) is an interface connected to another switch located inside a network domain 

managed by a single controller (controllers cluster); 
• External interface (UNI) is an interface connected to the equipment outside of the network domain. This 

interface is used to connect the user; 
• External interface (eNNI) is an external interface connected to an external network. It is usually used 

together with a dynamic routing protocol to an external network; 
• Connection point (CP) is a point in an external interface that connects a user to a network domain without 

binding to any service. It can have different encapsulation types (Access, VLAN, QinQ, etc.); 
• Service interface (SI) is a user service interface connected to a specific service on an external interface; 
• Static service interface (Static SI) is a service interface with a manually defined encapsulation; 
• Dynamic service interface (Dynamic SI) is a service interface with an encapsulation defined by a controller 

during operation; 
• L2 service interface (L2 SI) is a service interface included in L2 services (P2P, P2M, M2M); 
• L3 service interface (L3 SI) is a service interface included in L3 services (L3VPN); 
• P2P service (E-line) is a point-to-point service that connects two SIs at L2; 
• M2M service (E-LAN) is a multipoint-to-multipoint service that acts as a logical bridge connecting two or 

more SIs at L2; 
• P2M service (E-LAN) – a multipoint-to-multipoint service that acts as a logical bridge connecting two or 

more SIs at L2; 
• IP Multicast service is a service that consists of one or more SIs that have IP multicast sources broadcasting 

in the static subscription mode and subscribers connected to them; 
• L3VPN is a controller’s service which is a logical router between two or more L3-Sis; 
• VNF is a virtual network function; 
• VNFM is Virtual Network Function manager; 
• VDU is one or more virtual machines included in a VNF; 
• VIM (Virtual Infrastructure Manager) is a virtualization management system (OpenStack, vCenter, etc.); 
• NS is a network service; 

http://192.168.1.111:8080/
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• NST is a network service template; 
• VNFD is a descriptor that describes a VNF; 
• VNF Package is a package containing VDU, VNFD, and configuration scripts. 

 
To start using the platform, authentication is required. You need to enter Username and Password defined 
during the platform design and installation. The platform has a default account (User name and Password = 
admin) that is used at the system installation phase and must be replaced for security purposes. Home page 
contains settings menu items, platform elements side menu, and a platform infrastructure configuration screen. 

3.1. PLATFORM INSTALLATION 

The platform is installed into Docker container virtualization environment that runs on top of Linux operating 
system. Platform’s operability is only guaranteed if the following 64-bit operating systems are used: 
• Debian 8.1 or above 
• Ubuntu 14.04 LTS or above 
• CentOS 7.1 or above 
• RedHat 7.1 or above 
• SUSE 12.4 or above. 

 
Docker is container virtualization platform must be version 1.5 or above. 
 
Minimum installation requirements for B4N Service Platform are as follows: 

INSTALLATION TYPE\QUANTITY STANDALONE HIGHLY AVAILABLE (HA) CLUSTER 

Server\VM 1 2 3 

Cores per platform 6 6 6 

RAM per platform, GB 10 10 10 

Disk space (HDD) per platform, 
GB 96 96 96 

 
Platform components installation procedure is described in detail in B4N.Controller.InstallationGuide. 

3.2. PLATFORM’S INTERFACE  

Platform is managed via the Orchestrator application. This application’s interface is based on standard schemes 
that are common among other similar applications. The application has a single-window interface that manages 
all platform’s components. Interactive interface elements and a menu bar allow to switch between different 
layers. Some interface elements also have a context menu activated when they are called. 
 
For detailed descriptions of each platform element’s interface, see B4N.Orchestrator.UserGuide. Guides contain 
detailed descriptions of all interface components used in every specific configuration or platform management 
task. 

3.2.1. SETTINGS MENU 

The home page of the interface contains a setup menu for the key parameters of the system. This menu has the 
following options: 
• Account; 
• Administration; 
• Language; 
• Feedback. 

 
The platform currently supports two language interfaces: Russian and English. Administrator can choose an 
appropriate language in the home page’s menu. Feedback menu item allows to type and submit comments and 
messages to Brain4Net’s help desk. Administration item allows to audit and troubleshoot the system. 
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3.2.1.1. ACCOUNT 

This menu item is intended to set up system user account parameters and contains the following items: 
• Settings allows to change current account’s parameters 
• Password allows to change password of the current account 
• Sessions is a list of active sessions 
• Log out allows to exit the system. 

 
Creating and administering accounts is done using the Account management item of the Administration menu. 
This menu item can be accessed by an account with administrator rights. For each account, the following fields 
need to be filled in: 
• Name is the user’s name 
• Last name is the user’s last name 
• E-mail is the user’s electronic mailbox 
• Login is the account’s name 
• Password is the account’s password 

• Role defines the user’s rights in the system 
• Description is the account’s description. 

 
 
The platform’s administrator has rights to perform the following actions on accounts: 
• Block 
• Unblock 
• Change password 
• Change personal data 
• Delete. 

3.2.1.2. ROLES DESCRIPTION 

Platform users (accounts) are divided into two groups: the service provider’s employees (platform administrator 
and platform carrier) and the tenant’s employees (tenant administrator and tenant operator). For each category, 
its own roles and access functions are defined. 
 
Account’s rights are currently defined in the system by the following roles: 
• Platform administrator is a person responsible for regular operations of the platform. Administrators are 

responsible for maximizing efficiency of network and computing resources, as well as configuring network 
functions and services (creating templates). The platform administrator has access to all functionality. 

• Platform operator is a person responsible for monitoring and working with tenants (creating, removing, 
allocating resources, and other customer interactions). 

• Tenant administrator is the customer’s or provider’s administrator who works with allocated resources. 
His/her capabilities are limited by available network and computing resources (infrastructure) and network 
service configuration capabilities. The tenant administrator configures services using his/her own templates 
or templates created by the platform administrator, whereas he/she has no access to low-level services. The 
tenant administrator does not work with the provider’s physical resources (data center) directly; he/she 
only sees the entry point and his/her own resources. Typical tasks include creating, editing, and monitoring 
virtual network infrastructure. 

• Tenant operator is a person who may perform activities to maintain infrastructure in usable condition 
according to his/her area of expertise (monitoring and system statuses). He/she can also connect to virtual 
machines using a troubleshooting console. 

3.2.2. PLATFORM ELEMENTS MENU 

At the initial stage, all solution components are registered in the platform for management and monitoring 
purposes. There are following types of components: 
• infrastructure: 

• domain 
• data center 
• VIM 
• controller 
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• catalogs: 
• templates 
• VNF 

• network service (NST) catalog 
• tenants. 

3.2.3. INFRASTRUCTURE CONFIGURATION SCREEN 

The platform’s initial screen displays infrastructure configuration screen with key SDN topology components of 
operator’s or enterprise’s network. The menu shows system components, such as: 
• Domain 
• Data Center 
• computing resources—VIM 
• network resources—Controller. 

 
The upper menu of the screen allows to add components. Existing elements have their own menus that allow to 
edit their parameters, customize and migrate components. For detailed description of the interface, see User’s 
Guide. 
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4. INFRASTRUCTURE CONFIGURATION 

Infrastructure is a set of interconnected structures or objects that provide basic functionality of telecom 
carriers’s or enterprise’s SDN network. 

4.1. CREATING DOMAINS 

Domain is a logical structure (a set of components) that is used for grouping during resource management or 
user rights assignment. 
 
To get started, the administrator needs to create a new domain or choose an existing domain in which a data 
center will then be created. Domain can be created with the Domain item of the screen’s upper menu. When a 
domain is created, you need to specify: 
• Name 
• Comment (a description—for instance, a region’s name). 

4.2. CREATING DATA CENTERS 

Data center is the second element that is created when building SDN topology of the network. Data center is an 
entity that defines aggregation of a network and computing resources. 
 
All data centers must be part of a domain. A data center can be migrated from one domain to another. 
Administrator needs to create a new domain or choose an existing domain in which a data center will then be 
created. When creating a data center, you need to provide the following information: 
• Name; 
• Description (for instance, a region/department name, etc.); 
• Domain the data center belongs to; 
• VNFM URL, which is a link to VNF Manager, a virtual network functions management system; 
• Location is the address can be selected on the map or entered manually; if the address does not exist, you 

need to specify a point on the map and enter it manually. 
 
When a data center is created, administrator can create or add the following resources: 
• network resources: 

• controllers 
• switches (bound to controllers) 

• computing resources; 
• individual servers managed by the platform. 

 
Resources can also be added later during data center configuration. Creating network resources is described in 
detail in Network resources section. Creating and adding computing resources is described in detail in Creating 
VIM section. 

4.3. COMPUTING RESOURCES 

Computing resources are preconfigured physical servers on which virtual services and machines run. 
 
VIM (Virtualized Infrastructure Manager) is an infrastructure and third-party software manager that configures 
computing resources infrastructure. 
 
Computing resources can be added to the system as two virtualization types: 
• via VIMs (Virtualized Infrastructure Manager): 

• OpenStack 
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• VMware vCenter 
• directly. 

 
If connection is direct, IP always relates to a single server; if connection is made through VIM, multiple servers 
can be added. 

4.3.1. CREATING VIM 

A menu for creating a VIM can be found in the Infrastructure tab. When configuring a VIM, you need to provide 
the following parameters: 
• Name of a domain the VIM being created belongs to. 
• Name of a data center the VIM being created belongs to. 
• VIM’s name within the platform. 
• OpenStack controller’s IP address. 
• Port group the OpenStack controller is connected through. For port configuration procedure, see Port group 

configuration. 
• Port. 
• Protocol: HTTP/HTTPS. 
• Credentials: 

• login 
• password 
• tenant administrator’s ID. 

• SR-IOV physnet address according to OpenStack network settings. 
• Common physnet address according to OpenStack network settings. 
• CIDR network management according to OpenStack network settings. 
• Gateway management network address according to OpenStack network settings. 

 
You can perform the following actions on the created VIM: 
• edit parameters 
• delete. 

4.3.2. CONNECTING A COMPUTING RESOURCE DIRECTLY 

To make such connection, the user needs to provide: 
• server’s IP address (if there are multiple addresses, they are separated from each other) 

• credentials: 
• login 

• password. 

4.3.3. CHANGING COMPUTING RESOURCES’ PARAMETERS 

A list of available servers is displayed in Computing resources tab of Infrastructure section. The following 
parameters are available: 
• resource’s name 

• comment (e.g., a computer room’s name, a rack’s name or unit number) 
• group 
• IP address or hostname 
• geographic location that corresponds to data center’s location 
• VIM membership (specified automatically during addition). 

4.3.4. SERVER STATE MANAGEMENT 

You can perform the following actions on created VIM: 
• edit parameters 
• display available computing resources 
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• display statistics 
• create reports 
• power on 
• power off 
• reset 
• delete. 
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5. NETWORK RESOURCES 

Network resources are a network infrastructure of OpenFlow (OF) devices managed by a separate controller or a 
pool of controllers. 

5.1. CREATING CONTROLLERS 

The first step to create an SDN topology managed by the platform is to register controllers. 
 
Controllers are virtual devices that manage a network. Controllers manage switch configuration and services of a 
cluster, “learn” network topology, track its changes, and enter traffic transmission rules of configured services 
into switches. 
 
Depending on high availability structure, one, three, or five controllers can be registered in the topology being 
created. Controllers are deployed on three or five servers in the system. Controllers can be created (registered) 
via the Controller item of the infrastructure configuration screen menu. An alternate way is to do that when 
creating a data center. At that time, user can also create a new network by choosing Add new resources, then A 
new network. 
 
To add a controller, you need to specify the following parameters: 
• domain 
• data center 
• name 
• description (controller’s intended use and location) 
• number of controllers 
• group’s multicast, IP address, and port 
• information about each controller: 

• address (IP or hostname) 
• NETCONF port 
• JGroups port 

• specify the primary controller. 
 
For a Multicast IP, it is recommended to choose an arbitrary value from the 239.0.0.0-to-239.255.255.255 pool, except 
for the 239.0.0.x-to-239.128.0.x range. 
 
After the controllers have been created (registered), a field with a list of network resources that contains 
controllers registered in the system shows up. To the left of the list, the Management menu is displayed with 
contains the following items: 
• Change is to change controller’s parameters 
• Configure is to configure network infrastructure and services 
• Backup is to create a controller configuration backup 
• Restore is to restore configuration from backup 
• Delete is to delete controllers registered in the platform. 
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5.2. CREATING SERVICES 

The second step in creating network services is to build a logical (service) topology that is based on the physical 
topology of OF switches connected to the controller. At the installation phase, an OF switch must have pre-
configured controller access. For detailed descriptions, see B4N.Controller.InstallationGuide and manufacturer’s 
hardware configuration guide. 
 
To connect a switch to a controller, specify the following: 
• IP address and port of the switch (for multiple switches, an address range can be specified); 
• credentials (SSH login and password) for the connection. 

 
You can open the network resources configuration page and add switches and network services via the network 
resources field using the Configure item of the Change menu. The menu contains the following items: 
• Nodes 
• Switches 
• Topology 
• Segments 
• QoS rules 
• P2P tunnels 
• P2M tunnels 
• M2M tunnels 
• IP Multicast sources 
• L3 service 

• Filters 
• TAP 
• Port groups 
• Links 
• Logging 
• SNMP. 

5.2.1. NODES 

Nodes are network elements (computing resources) where controllers are located. For each node, you can see its 
IP address, state, connection ports, software version, and statistics. Statistics include memory usage, threads 
lifecycle and filesystem usage. 

5.2.2. SWITCHES 

Switches are OF switches that are connected to the controller and form the SDN network’s data topology. Before 
being connected, each switch must be set to the OpenFlow Switch (OFS) mode if necessary and have controller’s 
IP address configured. During registration, the switch is assigned an identifier (SID) and a TCP port for 
controller-to-switch communication. 
 
This item shows a list of active switches connected to the controller. For each switch, the following list of 
parameters is displayed: 
• Name, an arbitrary set of characters according to the design of the network. By default, it is equal to the 

device’s MAC address. 
• SID assigned by controller. 
• State, which indicates whether the switch participates in building SDN topology. It is defined by the user 

and has two states (Active/Inactive). 
• Connection state, which indicates presence of connectivity with controller. 
• Block status, a state of the switch defined by controller. Can be activated in case the device behaves 

abnormally. 
• MAC address. 
• IP address. 
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• Port, a TCP port use for connection to controller. 
• Activity time. 
• Location, an assigned geographic location of the device. It is required to build the topology. 

 
Switch can be managed using the Management context menu. It allows to display statistics and configure 
switch’s parameters. The menu contains the following items: 
• Flow 
• Interface statistics 
• Change 
• Set location 
• Additional info 
• Show usage 
• Power on/off 
• Disconnect. 

 
SWITCH CONFIGURATION 

SWITCH MANAGEMENT 

To configure a switch, three operations need to be performed: 
1. The first operation, “Power on”is performed when creating network environment. This way, user 

changes the state of the switch, setting it to active. Controller begins to use the switch in building SDN 
topology. 

2. The second mandatory operation is “Set location”. This is required to display network topology. 

3. The third mandatory switch configuration operation is “creating service interfaces (SIs)” at the switch. 
For SIs, the following parameters are defined: 
• Physical port of a switch 
• Encapsulation: 

• Access—traffic without VLAN ID 
• VLAN ID 
• IEEE 802.1ad – QinQ. 

• VLAN ID parameter —becomes active when VLAN ID and QinQ encapsulation types are selected 
• Internal VLAN ID parameter—becomes active when QinQ encapsulation type is selected. 

 
SI can be created using the Change menu item. Switch management allows to break connectivity with controller 
for switch rediscovery. Disconnect menu item. 
 
GATHER INFORMATION FROM A SWITCH. 

The platform allows to display statistics for flows, interfaces and services where the switch is involved in 
processing/transmission. Flow displays statistics for the existing flows. Flow means a data flow that meets 
specified criteria (VLAN tag, VLAN PCP, etc.). Statistics include: 
• Port with in Port service port configured 
• Source’s and destination’s MAC addresses 
• Ethertype 
• Source and destination IP addresses 
• Source and destination protocol and port number 
• Transferred byte and package counter. 

 
• Interface Statistics shows statistics for transferred/received data in packages and bytes, flow speeds, port 

load percentage, and number of errors for both transmission directions per interface. 
• Show usage displays a list of services 
• Additional info menu item displays device inventory information: 

• manufacturer 
• model 
• software version 
• serial number 
• datapath. 
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5.2.3. TOPOLOGY 

Topology is an interactive scheme of components bound to geographic locations on the map with zooming 
support. Zooming changes detailization of the scheme. 
 
The user can access description and settings of any component. The scheme can display link and segment loads 
as well as device’s name and IP address. Device can be set up with a context menu that allows to display 
information about the device and its use in configured services, as well as change its parameters. Faulty 
components are displayed along with corresponding errors. An error example: no connection between switches. 

5.2.4. SEGMENTS 

Segments are virtual single unidirectional data transfer channels between OF switches. List contains information 
about a segment’s end points and description of the path—transit switches. Each point description contains a 
switch’s name and port number. 

5.2.5. QOS RULES 

The platform supports 8-class QoS model. By default, three classes are predefined in the system: 
• RealTime, real-time traffic (voice, video, streaming) 
• Business Critical, critical applications’ traffic 
• BestEffort, regular traffic. 

 
The QoS menu item allows to define classification rule model and QoS rules. QoS settings are defined according 
to the design guide at the design phase. 
 
To initialize/create a QoS model in an SDN network, specify the following global domain settings in the QoS 
Settings tab: 
• create QoS classes or edit default ones; 
• define internal tags (traffic labels) corresponding to a specific class; 
• configure specific class traffic mapping to a hardware queue of the switch; 
• if necessary, define KOver for the traffic class; 
• specify the class, traffic tag values of which are not considered when building segments; 
• specify the class for SI traffic with the Access encapsulation in the Access port Queue Name item; 
• specify maximum bandwidth reserved for traffic as a percentage of a switch port’s total bandwidth. 

 
Existing QoS settings can be edited. To configure/create inbound traffic classification, specify the following 
global domain settings in the Classifier tab: 
• Classifier’s name. 
• Assign classifier application name / traffic type: 

• PCP trust diffserv. To inbound traffic, a specific class is assigned based on IEEE 802.1p PCP field 
values. 

• Untrust. To all inbound traffic, a specific class is assigned. 
• Create a classification matrix for the PCP trust diffserv model: 

• Specify the field that acts as a decision criterion. By default, Outer_VLAN_PCP is used. 
• Specify a PCP value of the inbound traffic. 
• Specify traffic class. 

 
Existing classifiers can be edited. To configure/create traffic processing QoS rules, specify the following global 
domain settings in QoS Rules tab: 
• Assign the rule’s name. 
• Define the MBR (maximum bit rate). Required traffic transmission rate through the channel, Mbps. 
• Specify the name of the classifier used. 
• If the classifier is used with PCP trust diffserv model: 

• Configure distribution of bandwidth among classes. 
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The oversubscription ratios govern the ratio of the inbound traffic bandwidth to the outbound traffic bandwidth. 
Mapping is a rule that directs traffic based on the specified header fields’ values. Existing rules can be edited or 
deleted. 

5.2.6. P2P TUNNELS 

Point-to-Point (P2P) tunnel or E-line according to the MEF classification. Service organizes a transport tunnel 
that connects service ports (SI) of two switches. There are source SI and destination SI. Traffic of this service 
supports 802.1q or 802.1ad frames. 
 
The platform’s interface allows to create a bi-directional tunnel with a single-step tunnel creation procedure. P2P 
tunnel architecture enables creating a backup destination service interface. Backup destination SI can be 
specified at the same switch or at any other switch defined at the network design phase. P2P tunnel can be of two 
types: 
• Static, which exists regardless of whether data packets are present in tunnel. 
• Dynamic, which is created by the controller when data flow emerges and is destroyed if no packets appear 

upon a 60-second timeout. 
 

 

 ATTENTION!  

Before you create a P2P tunnel, make sure that: 
• Switches are active. 
• Switches are included in the topology. 
• Service interfaces (SI) have been created on the switches. 

 
 
When tunnel is created, the following parameters are defined: 
• tunnel’s name 

• tunnel’s type (static or dynamic) 

• switch and service interface for both sides of the tunnel 
• predefined QoS rule for the traffic transmission path 
• comment 
• traffic transmission path selection principle: 

• the shortest path defined by the controller 
• transit switches defined by the user 

• reverse path refers to creating a reverse traffic transmission path. 
• reverse path symmetry: 

• symmetrically of the direct route 
• transit switches defined by the user 

• selection of predefined QoS rule for the reverse path 
• availability of destination SI reservation 
• indication of switch and service interface for the destination SI 
• traffic transmission path selection principle for the destination SI: 

• the shortest path defined by the controller 
• transit switches defined by the user. 

 
You can perform the following actions on a created P2P tunnel: 
• edit parameters 
• display service topology (tunnel) 
• display statistics 
• enable debug mode with message displaying 
• delete. 

5.2.7. P2M TUNNELS 

Point to Multipoint (P2M) or E-TREE according to the MEF classification. The service organizes a tunnel between 
two or more service interfaces (SI). 
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Each SI has one of the following roles: 
• Root 
• Leaf. 

 
A Root SI can transmit traffic to any other SI within the service. A Leaf SI may only transmit traffic to a Root SI. 
In a service topology, at least one SI must have a Root role. Traffic of this service supports 802.1q or 802.1ad 
frames. 

 

 ATTENTION!  

Before you create a P2M tunnel, make sure that: 
• Switches are active and included in the topology. 
• Service interfaces (SI) have been created on the switches. 
• Service model and SI roles have been defined at design phase. 

 
 
When tunnel is created, the following parameters are defined: 
• Name. 
• Parameters that define the service’s time to live: 

• Period of time upon which a session is considered inactive (in seconds). When this period expires, the 
session is deleted. Default value is 10 seconds. 

• Period of time upon which a tunnel is considered inactive. Defined in seconds. When this period expires, 
the tunnel is deleted. Default value is 60 seconds. 

• Parameters that define MAC address table size: 
• MAC address activity time defined in seconds. Default value is 300 seconds. 
• Controller’s MAC address table size. Default value is 100 pcs; 

• Method of MAC address learning: 
• Classic 
• DFI from FIB to root and leaf; 
• DFI from FIB to leaf; 
• DFI without learning MAC; 

• Comment/description of the tunnel; 
• Creating tunnel endpoints (at least two): 

• switch 
• service port 
• predefined QoS rule for the traffic transmission path 
• point’s role (Root/Leaf) 

• backup service interface use: 
• switch 
• service interface 

• assigning end point as a Default Forwarding Interface (DFI) or as a point where traffic with unknown 
MAC-address is routed 

• Port group: 
• a predefined port group 
• a predefined QoS rule 
• VLAN. 

 
The following actions can be performed on a P2M tunnel: 
• edit parameters 
• display service topology (tunnel) 
• display statistics 
• enable debug mode with message displaying 
• delete. 
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5.2.8. M2M TUNNELS 

Multipoint-to-Multipoint (M2M) or E-LAN according to the MEF classification. This service organizes a tunnel 
between two or more service interfaces (SIs). 
 
The service is a distributed bridge domain that uses a mac-learning mechanism to fill in MAC table via controller. 
At each node, a separate bridge domain is set up that is connected with other bridge domains via transport 
tunnels. 
 
Partial MAC address tables at each node where service interfaces forming local bridge domains are present. A set 
of L2-p2p service tunnels providing “each-to-each” connections between local bridge domains. Service interfaces 
run LLDP. 
 

 

 ATTENTION!  

Before you create a P2P tunnel, make sure that: 
• Switches are active and included in the topology. 
• Service interfaces (SI) have been created on the switches. 
• Service model and SI roles have been defined at design phase. 

 
 
When the tunnel is created, the following parameters are defined: 
• Name. 
• Parameters that define service’s time to live: 

• Session inactivity time in seconds. When this time expires, the session is deleted. Default value is 10 
seconds. 

• Tunnel inactivity time, defined in seconds. When this time expires, the tunnel is deleted. Default value is 
60 seconds. 

• Parameters that define MAC address table size: 
• MAC address activity time defined in seconds. Default value is 300 seconds. 
• Controller’s MAC address table size. Default value is 100 pcs. 

• Comment/description of the tunnel 

• Tunnel’s end points (at least two). For each point, the following parameters are defined: 
• Switch 
• Service port 
• Predefined QoS rule for the traffic transmission path 
• Backup service interface use: 

• Switch 
• Service interface 

• Assigning end point as a Default Forwarding Interface (DFI) or as a point where traffic with unknown 
MAC-address is routed. 

• Port group: 
• A predefined port group 
• A predefined QoS rule 
• VLAN. 

 
You can perform the following actions on created P2P tunnel: 
• edit parameters 
• display service topology (tunnel) 
• display statistics 
• enable debug mode with message displaying 
• delete. 
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5.2.9. IP MULTICAST SOURCES 

IP Multicast source tree. This service consists of: 
• one or more service interfaces to which IP multicast sources broadcasting in static subscription mode are 

connected 
• one or more service interfaces to which IP Multicast group subscribers are connected via IGMPv2/v3. 

 
The service establishes an IP Multicast distribution tree inside the domain. Defined sources are roots of this tree. 
Subscribers connect to the nearest node of the tree if there are no restrictions defined (such as a specific source 
to be connected to, a ban on the subscriber connecting to the source, etc.) Traffic of this service is transmitted 
within the domain as an Ethernet frame with an IP payload without additional encapsulation. All traffic of the 
service is mapped to the QoS RealTime class. 
 
When the service is created, the following parameters are defined: 
• source 
• name 
• switch the source is connected to 
• Querier address, which is an IP address of the multicast traffic source 
• list of subscribers’ allowed external physical ports with the following information: 
• switch 
• port 
• multicast group’s IP address 
• address mask 
• GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate) for the group (in Mbps). 

 
You can perform the following actions on created P2P tunnel: 
• edit parameters 
• display statistics 
• delete. 

 
Using an IP Multicast source allows to preserve bandwidth which, in turn, decreases traffic volumes due to 
simultaneous delivery of information flow to multiple destinations when multicast transmission is used. 

5.2.10. L3 SERVICE 

L3 service provides L3 routing between directly connected client networks with static routes definition support. 
 
The service supports two topologies: 
• Full-Mesh 
• Hub-Spoke. 

 
In Full-Mesh topology, interactions between any customer networks are allowed. In Hub-and-Spoke topology, 
only interactions between the customer’s Hub and Spoke networks are allowed (Spoke-and-Spoke interaction is 
banned). When service with the Hub-and-Spoke topology is created, Spoke-and-Spoke interactions can be 
enabled via Hub. 
 

 

 ATTENTION!  

Before you create an L3 VPN Static service, make sure that: 
• Switches are active. 
• Switches are included in the topology. 
• Service interfaces (SI) have been created on the switches. 
• M2M service used by the service has been defined. 
• Service model and SI roles have been defined at design phase. 

 
 
When the tunnel is created, the following parameters are configured: 
• Name of the service 
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• Topology type: 
• Full-Mesh 
• Hub-and-Spoke 

• Service interfaces (SI) included in the service’s topology. After interface parameters have been defined, 
select the Add button to add them to the service. The following services can be used as SIs: 
• M2M service, for which the following parameters are specified: 

• predefined service name 
• IP address of М2М service’s L3 interface (SVI) 
• IP address mask 
• Interface’s MAC address. МАС can be generated by the platform (by choosing Generate option in 

the parameter header) or set manually in XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX format. 
• Switch port, for which the following parameters are specified: 

• switch’s name 
• service interface 
• QoS rule 
• IP address of М2М service’s L3 interface (SVI) 
• IP address mask 
• Interface’s MAC address. МАС can be generated by the platform (by choosing Generate option in 

the parameter header) or set manually in XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX format. 
• Static routes for connected networks. For each route, the following parameters are specified: 

• IP address of the network to which static route is defined 
• network’s IP address mask 
• name of L3 SI (SVI) interface defined at the previous step 
• IP address of L3 SI (SVI) interface defined at the previous step. Gateway field. 

 
The following actions can be performed on a created service: 
• edit parameters 
• delete. 

5.2.11. FILTERS* 

This menu item allows to configure filtering rules for SI’s inbound traffic. When a filter is created, the following 
parameters are defined: 
• a name  
• OSI model layer (transport L2, network L3, or session L4), fields of which will be used for traffic filtering 
• for L2 layer: 

• internal/external VLAN tag IEEE 802.1ad 
• PCP IEEE 802.3p field of the Internal/External VLAN tag 
• source’s and destination’s MAC addresses 

• for L3 layer: 
• source’s IP address and IP address mask 
• destination’s IP address and IP address mask 

• for L4 layer: 
• protocol 
• source’s port number 
• destination’s port number. 

 
Created filters are used to build a TAP service. Listed filters can be edited or deleted. 
*  Functionality will be available in future release. 

5.2.12. TAP 

B4N TAP (Test Access Point) service allows to receive and deliver a copy of any service’s traffic that is present in 
the SDN network or comes from devices that mirror traffic transferred to destinations. The service allows to 
build an intelligent distributed network that can aggregate, filter, and replicate traffic from different network 
segments and transmit it to centralized management, monitoring, and safety systems. 
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B4N TAP solution allows to select traffic that meets the specified criteria of virtual network affiliation (IP 
address, or port number) with required accuracy. 
 

 

 ATTENTION!  

Before you create a TAP service, make sure that: 
• Switches are active. 
• The switches are included in the topology. 
• Service model and SI roles have been defined at the design phase. 
• Service interfaces (SI) have been created on the switches. 
• Traffic filters have been created. 

• Сarrier Ethernet service that acts as a traffic source has been created. 

 
 
When the service is created, the following parameters are defined: 
• Service interface (SI) the traffic destination is connected to: 

• OF switch’s name 
• OF switch’s port (SI). 

• Traffic source: 
• action on the traffic—copy or redirect to destination’s SI; 
• service interface (SI) the traffic destination is connected to; 
• traffic source service type; 
• traffic source service name; 
• service interface (SI) that traffic source is connected to. 

 
When creating the service, a logical topology can be created that allows to: 
• distribute traffic arriving at a high-speed port, between multiple ports to which safety systems are 

connected; 
• aggregate traffic from multiple 1GbE or 10GbE ports to 10GbE or 40GbE ports for maximum safety systems 

utilization; 
• replicate traffic to multiple ports which allows different monitoring systems to access a single traffic copy. 

5.2.13. PORT GROUPS 

The platform allows to conveniently create services in big interface groups by grouping multiple service 
interfaces (SI). A port group can be used in M2M and P2M services. Its contents may vary with interfaces being 
added or deleted. When creating a single service, ports groups and pre-created SI can be combined. When 
creating a single service, the same port group can not be used even with different VLANs. 

5.2.14. LINKS 

Link is a list of physical data channels between switches belong to  SDN network. The list displays the following 
parameters: 
• information about end points of the segment as a switch name and a port number; 
• link’s speed in Mbps 

• link’s cost. 
 
A link’s cost is considered when a segment is created. When a segment building, links with lower cost are 
selected. The link cost is calculated automatically as a ratio of reference speed to actual speed of the link in Mbps: 
 

Cost (1 000) = reference speed (10 000 000 Mbps) / actual speed (10 000 Mbps) 

 
The user can change the default cost using the Management item. 
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5.2.15. LOGGING 

Report files (log files) are created based on device monitoring history. System logs are automatically generated 
from the files that the system creates. The system is programmed to send messages to log files when certain 
events occur. Logs are displayed in a single list that can be filtered by objects, types, or states (warning or error). 
Task and event logs are bound to each module of the cluster. A selected log can be exported to a file. 
 
When configuring network resources (cluster) logging, the user can define the following logging levels for each 
module (segment, QoS, TAP, P2P tunnels, etc.): 
• Error, which refers to error messages registration. Special kind of errors are written to a log. These errors 

cause the whole system or one of its subsystems to fail. Fatal errors caused by improper configuration or 
equipment failures occur most frequently. 

• Warn, which refers to registering warnings related to unexpected call parameters, strange request formats, 
using default values instead of incorrect ones—all that can indicate inappropriate use. 

• Info, which refers to registering information messages from one-off operations that occur very rarely and 
unfrequently (config or plugin loading, backup launch). 

• Debug, which refers to registering debug-level messages, logging “big” operations calls, thread start/stop, 
user request, etc. 

• Trace, which refers to registering all events. It is checked if the Debug method fails to pinpoint an error. 
 
Levels are listed in order from minimum to maximum logged information volume. 

5.2.16. SNMP 

The element allows to configure SNMP for network resources. 
 
The two following blocks of parameters are configured: Platform’s SNMP parameters: 
• IP address  
• UDP port 
• Community name. 

 
By default, the platform configures the IP address of the platform and UDP port 2020. Community is assigned the 
public value. The second block is related to SNMP trap destination or network system management. The following 
parameters are defined: 
• management system’s IP address 
• UDP port 
• community name 
• allowed trap types: 

• ifUpNotification 
• ifDownNotification 
• swUpNotification 
• swDownNotification 

• destination’s description. 
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6. CATALOGS 

The Catalogs section describes and configures services running on top of the SDN network. 
 
Here, service means a free combination of virtual network functions (VNF), service interfaces (UNI), and 
connections between them that are provided by transport services (P2P, P2M, M2M) of the SDN network. This 
combination is deployed in the SDN network and virtualization platform (OpenStack). Catalog is a list that 
includes: 
• List of  virtual network function (VNF); 
• Service templates (preconfigured elements set). 

 
To perform the actions below, a user with the platform administrator’s rights is required. 
 
 

6.1. VNF CATALOG FILLING 

All existing VNFs are stored in a global catalog located on manufacturer’s web site. To use VNFs when creating 
services within the platform, you need to: 
• get a VM image or an installation file (.iso) from manufacturer; 
• review manufacturer’s image deployment documentation; 
• configure/check access via SSH; 
• configure/check presence of management interface and IP address assignment via DHCP; 
• configure an SNMP or Zabbix agent for monitoring; 
• prepare an OpenStack virtual machine image and allocate necessary working resources according to the 

manufacturer’s documentation; 
• create a scenario of image application to an OpenStack platform including connection parameters. 

 
An archive file is generated from the components prepared. All subsequent interaction takes place in the Catalog 
section of the platform. Using the VNF menu item in the Catalog section, the user imports VNF into the catalog. 
When VNF is imported, the following parameters are specified: 
• archive file’s location; 
• VNF’s name inside the platform; 
• description. 

 
Select the Save element to include VNF in the catalog. VNF must appear in the VNF section of the catalog. 

6.2. FILLING CATALOG WITH SERVICE TEMPLATES 

Service templates are required to automate application of services in the SDN network. 
 
Service templates are created on the platform using a visual constructor. A service template created by the 
administrator is saved in the platform catalog and displayed therein under its name. The following attributes are 
added automatically: 
• creation date; 
• author (creator). 

 
A template is built by dragging components to the visual constructor’s window and connecting them with links. 
Template components are mapped to preconfigured platform components by tenant at the deployment phase. 
The Manual and Auto window elements help to place components appropriately in the logical topology as 
required by the user (manual mode) or automatically. In the Auto mode, the following options are available: 
• Physical simulation; 
• Random; 
• Circle; 
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• Width-wise; 
• Concentrically; 
• Grid. 

The following components are available for service template creating: 
• network functions (VNF) from the catalog; 
• service interfaces (SIs) of various types: 

• connection point between the service and the customer’s device (UNI); 
• internet connection point (WAN). 

• various link types: 
• P2P – E-line; 
• M2M – E-LAN; 
• P2M – E-Tree. 

 
Configurations are limited in such a way that invalid topology can not be created (for instance, if a service only 
has a P2P connection, a different connection type can not be set). During topology building, tips and help for 
service creation are displayed. In some cases, the user needs to specify additional parameters for components 
(VNFs and links) when creating a service template. For instance, a compound VNF in the constructor can be a 
group of multiple functions. After such VNF has been added to the constructor, the user needs to select desired 
functions of the group. The selected components need to be interconnected with links using the Create link item 
in the virtual constructor’s window. To create a link, you need to successively check the components being 
connected. 
 
For each component, two actions are available: 
• Configure; 
• delete. 

6.3. LOGICAL TOPOLOGY DEPLOYMENT 

A tenant administrator deploys the logical topology using created service templates or individual components 
when all necessary parameters have already been set up in the configurator. When deploying configuration, the 
user can: 
• assign name to a service that is valid within the tenant’s logical topology 
• edit existing template’s parameters 
• set desired component parameters instead of default ones 
• add or delete components. 

 
To launch a service in a network, activate the Deployment item. During deployment, links of specified types and 
parameters that connect customer’s components with VNF component will be created in the network. 
Deployment can take from seconds to tens of minutes. The following actions can be performed on a service 
deployed in the service tenant’s topology: 
• edit 
• delete 
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7. TENANTS USING PLATFORM RESOURCES 

For customer organizations or telecom carriers that use allocated resources, Tenant is logical entity needs to be 
created in the platform. Available resources need to be bound to this entity so that organizations or providers 
can manage them independently. 
 
Entity creation and resource assignment is done using Tenants main menu’s item. The following entities need to 
be configured: 
• tenant: 

• specify the company name; 
• select and add users according to predefined roles; 
• select and add all data centers predefined on the platform; 
• select and add all VIMs predefined on the platform. 

• UNI, which is a point for connecting a user to the network; 
• define UNI parameters: 

• a name; 
• domain the tenant is bound to; 
• data center the tenant is bound to; 
• controller, a cluster of controllers that manages the SDN network the tenant is connected to; 
• SDN network switch; 
• switch’s port; 
• port’s encapsulation type (Access, VLAN, QinQ); 
• VLAN/external VLAN tag number (optionally); 
• internal VLAN number (optionally). 

• select/create UNI. 
 
A tenant can have multiple UNIs. A tenant can be bound to multiple data centers and VIMs depending on needed 
resources and geographic locations of a tenant’s connection points. Bindings defined at this phase designate the 
tenant’s capabilities to independently create services based on the SDN network and available VNFs. To connect 
to the platform, the tenant uses its assigned accounts and associated login parameters (login and password). 
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8. HIGH AVAILABILITY OF THE PLATFORM 

8.1. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The platform’s architecture provides high availability of its core elements, such as orchestrator, controller, and 
database, based on the 2N+1 approach. During the initial system design, it is advisable to use recommendations 
provided in section 3.2.6 of the B4N Platform Planning and Deployment Guide. For critical deployments, it is 
recommended to use geo-redundancy with resources scattering among different domains and data centers to 
provide scalability and high availability. 

8.2. HIGH AVAILABILITY CONFIGURING AND MONITORING 

To meet minimum availability requirements, we recommend to install an orchestrator, controller and their 
databases to at least three hosts. Platform’s architecture will create an orchestrator cluster, provide load 
balancing and element’s availability. Controller redundancy scheme is configured during platform configuration 
at the infrastructure creation phase. 
 
At the network resources creation/modification phase, the number of hosts forming a controller cluster is 
specified (one, three, or five). A network infrastructure configuration screen allows to track controllers’ states 
and view their usage statistics. The Monitoring screen allows to track the clusters’ statuses and the platform’s 
usage statistics. It is brought up from the Administration menu of the platform’s main screen. Log files are 
configured according to Backup & Restoring section; this allows to control the clusters’ operation during the 
desired time period. 
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9. SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 

Administration is a mandatory procedure that is a part of system operation. To perform administration, a user 
must have administrator rights. The following procedures can be performed inside the platform: 
• performance parameters and platform state monitoring; 
• platform component parameters configuring; 
• creating and managing system users, their available resources, and system access levels. 

 
The platform provides a wide range of administration features. Both global system administration settings and 
platform component internal administration elements are available (infrastructure, VNF, and tenants). There are 
two administrator types defined in the platform: 
• Platform administrator is a person responsible for regular operations of the platform. The platform 

administrator has access to all functionality. 
• Tenant administrator is the customer’s or carrier’s administrator who works with allocated resources. 

His/her capabilities are limited by available network and computing resources (infrastructure) and network 
service configuration capabilities. 

 
Working with users is described in more detail in the Settings menu section. 
 
Global administration is accessible from the Administration menu of the platform’s main screen. This menu 
contains the following items: 
• Metrics 
• State 
• Configuration 
• Account management 
• Audit 
• Logs 
• API. 

9.1. METRICS 

The Мetrics item of the Administration menu indicates the performance status of the platform for the current 
day. 
 
The metrics screen allows to review the following performance indicators of the platform: 
• memory usage (%); 
• platform’s current performance metrics; 
• number of HTTP requests per second; 
• service operations statistics. 

 
The following infrastructure components’ metrics are available for view: 
• controllers, which are the Statistics item of the Nodes item of the Network elements screen 
• switches, which are the Flow and Interface statistics items of the Management menu 
• services (P2M, P2P, M2M, etc.), which are the Statistics item of the Management menu for each service. 

9.2. HEALTH 

The Health item of the Administration menu indicates the current status of the platform’s services. 
 
The following information is displayed on the screen: 
• service’s name assigned by the system 
• service’s status: 

• Error 
• ОК. 
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Full description of problem and service (StackTrace). StackTrace is available in case the pop-up menu is called. 

9.3. CONFIGURATION 

The Configuration item of the Administration menu indicates the current status of the platform’s configuration 
parameters. 
 
The following information is displayed on the screen: 
• prefix, a parameter’s name; 
• parameters defined in the platform (Properties); 
• parameters’ values. 

 
The upper part of the screen contains the output filtering string. 

9.4. AUDIT 

The Audit item of the Administration menu indicates successful and unsuccessful login attempts; login date and 
time along with the user’s name and IP address are recorded. 
 
The following information is displayed on the screen: 
• event date 
• username 
• user’s current status 
• additional parameters, which indicate the active user’s station IP address or the user’s last session status. 

9.5. API 

The API item of the Administration menu contains a page with a set of out-of-the-box procedures and functions 
provided by B4N Orchestrator for integration with OSS/BSS. The functions list is divided into modules by 
intended purpose. Each list element has a function that shows/hides objects and a feature that allows to view 
operations list for a selected object. 

9.6. INTEGRATION WITH THIRD-PARTY MONITORING SYSTEMS 

The platform can be integrated with third-party management systems. We recommend to use the Zabbix system 
as an integration solution. 
 
The platform supports two integration options: 
• using an agent installed on hosts with VNF 
• using SNMP. 

 
Third-party system integration has the following advantages: 
• a single VNF modules and B4N platform monitoring point 
• accumulation of comprehensive monitoring data 
• reporting capabilities. 

 
Integration is configured in two sections. Configuration in the Monitoring section of the platform’s main menu. 
Connection with the central server is configured. The following parameters are specified: 
• Monitoring system’s type. Currently, only Zabbix is supported. 
• System’s URL. 
• Information for authentication during connection: 

http://www.zabbix.com/
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• Username 
• Password 
• Ima. 

 
For VNFs deployed at the data center, a Zabbix proxy is installed to provide connectivity to the Zabbix server. To 
provide connectivity to VNF with a proxy, you need to specify parameters for connection with the Zabbix Proxy 
deployed in the data center in the Infrastructure section of the Data Center screen of the System resources 
section. The following parameters need to be specified: 
• Proxy’s name and IP address. 
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10. LOGGING. BACKUP. TROUBLESHOOTING 

10.1. SYSTEM LOG FILES 

Logging platform events is needed to record events that occur in system’s modules. Event files are generated 
automatically from files that system creates. The system is programmed to send messages to log files upon 
certain actions. The platform administrator can configure logging of desired actions. The platform has a special 
network resources state configuration available in the Logging configuration item of the Network resource 
configuration screen of the Infrastructure screen. 
 
Other system modules logging configuration is done in the Logs item of the Administration menu. When 
configuring event logging, the user can define the following logging levels for each module: 
• Error, which refers to error messages registration. Special kind of errors are written to a log. These errors 

cause the whole system or one of its subsystems to fail. Fatal errors caused by improper configuration or 
equipment failures occur most frequently. 

• Warn, which refers to registering warnings related to unexpected call parameters, strange request formats, 
using default values instead of incorrect ones—all that can indicate inappropriate use. 

• Info, which refers to registering information messages from one-off operations that occur very rarely and 
unfrequently (config or plugin loading, backup launch). 

• Debug, which refers to registering debug-level messages, logging “big” operations calls, such as thread 
start/stop, user request, etc. 

• Trace, which refers to registering all events. It is checked if the Debug method fails to pinpoint an error. 
 
Logs are displayed in a single list that can be filtered by objects, types, or states (warning or error). Task and 
event logs are bound to each object of the system. You can view generated file with registered events using the 
View logs item of the Logs menu of the Administration menu. The user views the list of system logs. An events 
file contains a list of events recorded by the system. Each line contains the following elements: 
• time stamp; 
• event level; 
• name of the module that generated the event; 
• event description. 

10.2. BACKUP AND RESTORING 

For the two key components of the platform, Orchestrator and Controller, it is highly recommended to regularly 
use the platform’s data backup and restoring functionality. The term “Data” means the data on topology and 
infrastructure components’ configuration. Controller backup and restoring can be done in the main menu of the 
Infrastructure section of the Network resources item of the Management/Restore or Restore menu. 
Orchestrator backup and restoring can be done by copying its database. The database contains information and 
configuration parameters for all platform components (domains, data centers, VIMs, VNFs, and tenants). Due to 
the platform’s architecture based on the Docker container virtualization environment, the orchestrator’s 
database is stored in a Docker container named “ORC-DB”. To create an orchestrator’s backup, you need to 

export the container. 

10.3. TROUBLESHOOTING 

There are three troubleshooting mechanisms in the current implementation of the B4N Service Platform: 
• an off-line mechanism; 
• third-party management systems; 
• command-line interface. 

 
OFF-LINE MECHANISM 
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The off-line mechanism involves analyzing log files and statistics provided by the platform and the Docker 
virtualization system. For each key platform element and each service, statistics and list of events of different 
levels are collected based on the system settings. Data collection mode configuration and working with data are 
described in the corresponding sections of this document. 
 
THIRD-PARTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

A third-party monitoring system can be used with the platform to track VNF state, collect and analyze 
information. In current implementation, integration with Zabbix v3.2 is configured. For connectivity 
configuration details, see Integration with third-party monitoring systems. The system collects quantitative 
metrics for operation and availability of VNF service based on popular platforms such as Windows, Linux, and 
Solaris. The collected information is sent to the platform’s Orchestrator to report on the current state of VNF.  
 
COMMAND-LINE INTERFACE (CLI) 

The Docker containerization system that supports operation of the B4N Service Platform has the extended 
troubleshooting tools. Containers for Controller, Orchestrator, and their components are organized during the 
platform operation. Docker system can also be used to deploy a B4N SwitchOS virtual switch. Management is 
performed via command-line interface of the host where the components mentioned above have been deployed. 
 
A list of existing containers of the system can be checked with the following command: 
 

docker ps -a 

 
Each platform’s container keeps its individual log. To view it, enter the following command: 
 

docker logs [OPTION] CONTAINER 

 
For example, to view a log file, enter the command 
 

docker logs CONTAINER 

 
To view detailed information, enter the command 
 

docker logs --details CONTAINER 

 
To track information on-line, enter the command 
 

docker logs --follow CONTAINER 

 
A container can be stopped, started, or restarted by the following commands: 
 

docker stop CONTAINER 
docker start CONTAINER 
docker restart CONTAINER 

 
A detailed list of commands and options for working with Docker containers can be found here. To avoid 
platform failure, make sure that the actions you start are correct when working with containers of the platform 
under operation. 

  

https://docs.docker.com/docker-for-mac
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11. LICENSING 

The platform’s licensing model is based on available functionality and quantitative metrics for a part of the 
functionality. Licensing of key components, Orchestrator and Controller, includes: 
• a basic license for the functionality; 
• a license for high-availability features; 
• a set of license for additional features. 

 
A basic license applies to an installation of a single copy of the platform’s component (Orchestrator or 
Controller) independently of the number of hosts for its deployment. L2 learning service and QoS are included in 
the license. High availability features allow to create a cluster with specific redundancy model. A minimum 
required set of licenses must include licenses for the orchestrator’s and controller’s basic functionality. 

11.1. NETWORK SERVICES LICENSING 

To activate network services for a controller included in the platform, you need to purchase three types of 
licenses: 
• A license for functionality: 

• creating tunnels (E-line, E-LAN, E-Tree); 
• routing (L3VPN); 
• multicast transport; 
• traffic monitoring (TAP). 

• A license for a number of virtual switches running under controller. 
• A license for a number of OpenFlow (SI) ports by types: 

• Gigabit Ethernet; 
• 10 Gb Ethernet; 
• 40 Gb Ethernet; 
• 100 Gb Ethernet. 

 
A single license is required to activate the platform’s functionality. A License for a number of service ports—SIs 
that form the service. 

11.2. VM LICENSING 

To activate network services, you need to purchase the  relevant license for the Orchestrator 
• to manage virtual machines (VM) accommodated in the datacenter by the platform. 

 
You need a single license to activate the platform’s functionality. 

11.3. VNF LICENSING 

To activate network services, you need to purchase two types of licenses for the Orchestrator: 
• a license for VNF functionality; 
• a license to use a VNF of a certain type (depends on the manufacturer’s licensing model): 

• vCPE; 
• vRNF; 
• vFirewall; 

• vIPS. 
 
A single license is required to activate the platform’s functionality. 
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